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I DJTRODUCTIC11 

6* l:1unger , in his study of the high temperature reaction of potassium 

tluorides and potassium metaphosphate, found that there was an extensive 

loss of fluorine from the melts when such melts were held at high temper

atures for extended periods of time. It was suggested tbat this · ioss of 

·. nuo,r:i.n~ might be clue to th~ high temperature hydrolysis of' the w.elt •. 
The present eitudy was undertaken to obtain some experimental.. data. 

on. the high temperature hydrolysis of alkali halides .. 

The possibility of the byrl:rolysis or molten halides at. high temper-

a.tures has been suggested. from time to time to e...~le.in the loss ot halo-

gen when such mixtures were heated for extended periods. For example . , 
Eastman. and Dtrnchak2 reported a ready reaction of lend chloride with 

moist air to yield HCl at low temperatures and c12 at high temperatures. 

The loss of HCl from magnesium chloride he:x:ahydrate when heated is t1ell 

known. 

More recently Hill and Andrieth3 have explained the loss of fluorine, 

tmich they observed when mixtures or equi.moleeular proport.ions 0£ sodium 

. fluoride and sodium metaphosphate are heated together, as being due to a 

high temperature hydrolysis of t.he mixture. 1Ihls hypothesis they show 

to be consistent with the loss observed. 
1 Finally Brlner and Roth have made an extensive study of the high 

temperature h;ytl:rolysis of alkali chlorides, with and witl1out the actnix-

ture of such substances . a.s kaolin and si.liea.. These workers report . 

cons.idere.ble 11hydrolysis." 

* Pl.ease see bibliography for references. 
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II NATlfrlE OF STUDY Al\!D C011CLUS10MS 

The experim.m.tal apparatus first designed and built followed the 

scheme employed by Briner and aoth1 • 

This initial flow sy-sten allowed a gas, (air or nitrogen) saturated 

with water vapor to be passed through a heated tube containing the alkali 

halide (in.a boat). The exit gases were collected in an absorption system 

· to remove the acidic vapors. Chemical analysis was made on the wa teria.l 

left in the boat as well as on the material collected in the absorption 

system. 

The final apparatus was a static system., wherein a snmple of the 

alkali halide could be heated in contact with 12. given pressure of water 

vapor. The gaseous products were not collected, but the residue left 

in the boat was analyzed. for halide. 

The results of these experiments give no evidence for the existence 

of any appreciable reaction between a pure alkali halide (lithium bromide) 

end water vapor. Various side rooctions do occur which in a superficial 

examination might be conflloed with a high temperature hydrolysis.· 
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III EXPERIMENTAL 

~ Systems. --- The original now system in principle followed 

that descri"bed by Briner and Roth1• It consisted of a boiler from which 

the generated water vapor passed through an electrical.ly heated now 

meter and delivery tube. This delivery tube was connected directly to 

the reaction chamber.. The reaction chamber was surrounded by an elee-

trically heated furnace the ten.perature of which was controlled PY a 

"Brown Pyrovane Controller.!I A thermocouple of chromel-al.umel was us'!d 

to control the temperature of the furnace. A boa.t containing the salt 

was placed in the reaction tube and heated until the salt was melted be

fore the water vapor was introduced. An absorption system, composed of 

a condenser and bubbling column was connected to the exit end of the re-

a,e:ti.on tube. This a.bso-rption train was designed to ahsorb any acidic 

gases p:t"oduced by the reaction.. An analysis was made on the residual 

material left in the boat as well as on the absorbed gases. 

A sample of relative pure lithium iodide was selected for the first 

~ttempt at h;yd.roly.sis.. The sample wao placed in a ceramic boat (Firefra.x) 
. . 

and inserted into the reaction tube. The furnace was then turned ~~ to 

· preheat the scmple before exposing it to the water ve.por. The flow 

system just described and represented in (Dia.gr.am 1) was used :r or 'this 

experiment. .4.s soon as the t,er..perature of the reaction tube became 

slightly warmer than 100°c. sublim..1.tion of the liberat.ed iodip.e :uras 

· sho't'm by it!'; eharacteristic dark violet vapor filling the rea.etion ch-.-. . . ' 

ber and abror.otion train. Since air uas not excluded ·from the system 

this reaction ·was to be expected as Simmons and Picket10 ·ha:ve.shown the 

following reaction to occur. 

(1) 
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Because of the air oxidation of the lithium iodide and subsequm t sub-

limation of the liberated iodine lithium bromide was selected as the 

salt to be used in the remainder of the eJ:.,:3riments. Its melting point 

(547°0 .. ) is also below the softa1ing point of Pyrex glass. 

The method em.ploying pure water vapor was used in the first attempt 

. to hydrolyze lithium bromide. As long as only h~ated air W'dS p~ssed 

thro:ugh the system it f\mctioried perfectly, but upon the introduction of 

the water vapor the smooth now of gas soon be.cam~ intermii.;tent. Conden

sation of the vapor in the cooler porti_ons ol' the system leading to and 

from the react.a. on chamber was reriponsible for this condition. The pres

sure built up in the reaction chamber caused by the fact t,hat the temper-

. ature, o.t 'the reaction chamber was above the critical tem.pel"'ature of 

wate!' 1~3it7°C.) resulted in a back J)l"essure which forced condensation in 

the c.ooler delivery tube. This condensed ',vate;r,)'•~::; intermittently ±"arced 

into the reaction chamber as a licpid. The interval of these awa.tE!r 
, ··. 

charges 11 depended upon the frequency with which the deliv·ery· pressure 

neeeded the back pressure de•reloped in the reaction tube:.- This method 

· was there.tore ab~doned in favor of one which would gi. ve a smootne:i· flow 
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••·. ,of w~~er vapor and not be as susceptible to corrlensation in. the var.io~s 

constricted and cooler portions of the deliver,y~ arid exhaust tu'.)es~ (Diagram :?) 

,'.the system was modified so that the water boiler was replac~d :ny an 
·.;·· . . . ; : ·-'. : 

.air ·s::u,pply, which htid been previously run through a drying oql-um,r.1.~o ;re-

.: mo,;e :any foreign gases or solid particles.· 'l'his air supply :wus connected 

to a. flo\fleter whidl led through a. saturato:r surrounded by a. Const.ant. 
. . ... · ... 

temperature water bath held ~t 50°c.. 1-i'rom. this saturater the 11~ettl: air 

ca.m.e into contact with the molten salt (LiBr) large quantlttes· or bromine 

were released into the system.; Analysis of the absorbed product,s sho.we.d 



the presenc of free bromine but no bromide. This is in keeping with the 

results found by .l!.astman and Duschak2• A suggested mechanism for this 

reaction is: 

4 LiBr • o2 --------~ 2 1120 • 2 Br2 

Li20 + H20 -------),,- 2 LiOH 

(2) 

(3) 

For this r eason the air as replaced with nitrogen as a carrier gas 

for the ater v por. This allowed the system to be swept free of oxygen 

before the water vapor was introduced. Only a minor modification of the 

apparatus was reqiired to make this change. The system was so constructed 

that either "wet" or 11dryu nitrogen could be allowed to flow through the 

system. ihen the system was flush d with 11dry11 nitrogen gas prior to and 

during the heating of the sample there was, for all practical purposes, 

no indication of any reaction . When the "wet" nitrogen was introduced 

there was no detectable change in the bromide content of the absorbed 

products, but there was a significant increase in the amount of free 

bromine produced . Since the nitrogen used was of a commerical grade it 

is possible that a small amount of o.x;ygen present in the nitrogen was re-

s nsible for the first step of the suggested mechanism with the water 

vapor introduced completing the reaction. 

After the reaction had been c mpleted and the appar tus dif·ass,embled 

it was noticed that a considerable portion of the salt had either crawled 

or s>attered from the boat . At this temperature the salt apparently re-

acted with the Pyrex gl ass of the reaction chamber. A platinum b-0 t w s 

therefore constructed to minimize this unfavorable side reaction. At this 

stage in the study it was· believed that only the o:xygen present in the 

nitrogen gas was responsible for the 11 pseudo hydrolysis . n 
.I 
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A careful determination of the amount of water· vapor delivered by 

the saturated nitrogen revealed thi:'.lt althougi1 the nitrogen was saturated 

W."1en it left the saturator this amount of water vapor was not delivered 

into the ree.ction chamber. This again was caused by o.:mclen.sation in the 

delivery tube. The application of heat by electrically heated nichrome 

coils and the radiation of a heat lamp failed to keep the deli very of 

the waJ,er vapor at a constant rate. 

Anulysis of the products collected by the somewhgt cum.:;e:rsome ab

sorption train iniicated t.rl/l t the magnitude of the reaction was so small 

that the products were lost in the method of Malysis. Only e, trace of 

bromide could be detected in the absorbed products. 

With the idea of building a r,ystem which "WOuld be free fror11 conden

sa:cion difficulties and give a more accurate method of analysis a static 

system was designed and constructed. 

Static System.s. ,.. __ . 'l'his systen consisted of a. reaction tube seal

ed at one end, ani fitted with a. ground ghss standard taper joint large 

enough to allow tbe intmduction of the platinum boat cont,Edning the Salt, 

at the other. The rest of -~he system: i,-as oon:.1ected to the reaction tube 

by a standard taper joint. To thic connecting Pyrex tube was 1:1ealed a 

bulb which could he ev~1cuated 1md 1.1S0d to draw of'f the gases resulting 

from. th . .e reaction. Another bulb was sealed into the sy'ste;n which served 

to meter in the water va.po1•. A third bulb 1·;a.s also attached' so that a 

measu:red amount of air could be int,roduced into the t:ystem :i.f desired. 

f~ closed end manometer 1.,as also connected to the system for the measure

ment of the change in pressure during the reaction as well as for the 

control of reproducible conditions (Diagram J). 

7 
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Wh n in operation the sample was placed in the platinum. boat and 

i nserted int t he reaction chamber, which in turn was placed in the fur

nace and then connected to the rest of the system by a ground glass joint. 

The entire system was evacuated to a pressure of about 6 mm. , then the 

stopcock connecting the exhaust gas bulb to the system was closed and the 

furnace was turned on. While the ftn'nace was attaining the r eacting temp

eratur , which was 547°c. or the melting point o LiBr, the vacuum pump was 

p mitted to pump on the system. This was done so that any water of hydra

tion or moisture adsorbed on any portion of the system would be pumped 

out of the system thereby not al lowing any r eaction to take place while 

the salt was being heated. When the reaction t ube r eached the desired 

temperature the vacuum pump as seal off, by means of a stopcock, and 

a measured amount of water vapor was allowed to enter the reaction chamber. 

The manometer registered the rte at which the pressure in the eystem 

changed . Upon completion of he time of the reaction the evacuated bulb 

was opened to the syst and this withdrew approximately 80% of the gases 

produced by the r eaction. The furnace was turned off and the vacuum pump 

once again was allowed to pump out the remainder of the gases in the system 

while the furnac and reaction tube were cooling. 

i~en the water vapor was first introduced the manometer indicated the 

pressure of the vapor present and thus knowing the volume of the system 

the amount of ter vapor introduced could be calculated. Soon after the 

introduction of the water vapor the m.anometer showed that the vapor w: s 

being used up . This at first seemed a measure of the hydrolysjs; but the 

analysis of the residual product showed the loss of bromide to be much 

too small to account for the reaction as indicated by the manometer. It 
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was found that there was still a small anount of reaction between the 

Pyrex glass of the reaction tube and the fumes from the molten salt . This 

reaction Nas indicated by an etched ap pearance to that portion of the re

action tube which was in the immediate vicinity of the platinum boat . This 

scale Which was deposited on the walls of the reaction tube was insoluble 

in hot or cold, concentrated or dilute HCl, HNo3, Aqua Regia, b.nd c ld 

6N NaOH. Boiling the reaction tube in a water bath while it was filled 

with 6N NaOH removed this scale, however this treatment also etched the 

glass . It was this reaction with the glass which was then believed to 

be responsible for the apparent hydrolysis . 

An attempt to stop this etching action was initiated by making a 

graphite tube fitted with a graphite cap, which contained a small hole 

to allow the water vapor to come into contact wit the molten salt. · 

This graphite tube did keep the fumes from the molten salt fro etching 

the glass and prevented any spattering of the salt on to the reaction tube . 

Several attempts at hydrolysis were then made using t e graphite tube . 

10 

While this stopped the etching action on the Pyrex glass it also stopped the 

indication of any other r ,action. Since the manometer showed m) indication 

of any reaction it was removed from the system in an effort to cut d wn 

on the surface area of the gl~iss tubing which would offer any chance for 

adsorption of the water vapor or the g ses produced. 

Removal am analysis of the gaseous products showed that there was 

very little if any reaction. This substantiated the results found when 

the analysis of the residue showed that there had been no loss of bromide 

from the reactants and therefore no hydrolysis . 

Several methods ere attempted to farce more water vapor into the 

reaction chamber . One method was to al.low the vapor pressure of the 
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water in the water bulb to coa1e to equilibrimn 1,rith the pressure in the 

system. This uas cbne by simply making c, direct connection fron1 the water 

:Siulb to the system and surrounding the water bulb by <'l Di.:lwar flask fil-

led with '.mter 'and held at a constani:. temperature (about 20°c.). '.i.'his 

arra.nge1rient kept a consta.ut prestn:i.re of water vapor on t,he reacting salt 

throughout the entire experiment. This 'tre::,tment also failed to produce 

any reaction between the ruolten salt r:nd the water vapor. 

Another method t1as attempted t,:; forc0 the hydrolysis by forcing the 

. ';,lat.er vapor into the reaction che.mber under a higher pressure. '£his was 

done surrounding the ·.rat.er bulb with e, boiling 1..-ater bath. Duo to the 

evacuation of the sJrstem the ,rater in the bulb boiled at a; temperature 

belo,} l00°G. and thus, ttrn, pressu1~e ol' the vapor was not atmosp1·1a:ric pres-

sure. attaupt ~1c:,.s made ta determine the exact pressures attain~d 

since, this treatraent had no apparent eff eet on the reaction. 

Still another method was tried in i11hich increased pressures could 

be developed t(, 'che point of exploding the Pyrex Bl;,ss reacting ve,3sel 

( ; )"' '" "r"'"H 4\ \·'-- •t--Jo o..i:.. J • This oystem consisted of a thick-walled PyreJ::. glas8 tube, 

conta,ining tho graphite tube, closed at one end and sealed 'to fl t,iii.¢k-

walled ca:pillary tube at the oth,:;ir~ This type of.construction was em-

ployed to cut doi.m on the amount of surface exposed and. to pemdt maxi-

mum strength. Connet:ted to the lead-off tube from the reaction chamber, 

means of ground glass joint, was .a small bulb filled with J:it1,ter. 

This ctrrangemen t enabled the water bulb to be removed and weighed on n,n 

anel.ytical balance and thereby determine the miount of water and tlms, 
I 

the pressure dev-eloped within the system could be calculated. Connection 

Has also made to a vacuum pump so that the s;ys tem could be evacuated of 



air or ony foreign gases. 111.e water Has introduced by pumping the system 

do\m and then immersing the closed end of the reaction tube in a dry ice 

and ethyl e.eeta.te bath. When the end of the reaction chamber wc.s cooled 

sufficiently the water vapor from the water bulb was allowed to enter the 

tube connected to the reaction chamber. This water vapor condensed and 

froze in the cooled end of this X"Elaction chamber. With a little exp:ri-

menting the time the water bulb was allowed to remain connected to the 

reaction chamber, for the introduction of the desired amount of water 

vapor into the system., was determined. The :r,::1action tube, containing the 

sample., graphite tube, and the water vapor was then sealed off by a, heavy-

duty stopcock 'With a mini.mum of capillary tubing extending beyond the 

furnace. After the reaction time had elapsed the resulting ge,ses were 

allowed to escape and the system evacuated and cooled. 

\·iith the above mentioned arrangement pressures as high as 12 atmos-

pheres ( calculated) were developed. Analysis of the products of the re-

action after this treatment failed to show any indication of hydrolysis 

taking place. For exaru.ple: One run showed that th,:-~ bromide content of 

. the residue in the grG,phite tube actually increased 0.14% while an :iden-
. . . 

tical run showed a loss of 0 • .36% o.f bromide put into the reaction vessel,. 

Pre:earation of Sample.--- The best grade of LiB:r available was used 

in preparing the samples for. this study. (Merck, N.F. 85-901t anbydrous, 

purchased 2-1-46) A small .a.."11.0untaf this LiBr was placed in a clean dry 

platinum crueib1e am gently heated until all of the water o;( .hydra.tion 

and absorbed moisture had been driven off. The crucible and sanple ma

terial wrs then heated to a somewhat higher temperature until the. a~lt. 

melted producing a Viscous colorless liquid. The salt was l{ep~ in the 

molten state for approximately five minutes, and then it wa5 poured 
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from the crucible on to a cleaned and polished stainless steel plate. 

When the melt had partially solidified it was broken into pieces small 

enough to be easily inserted into the graphite tube. These pieces were 

placed in a previously cleaned and dried weighing bottle, which was then 

placed in a desiccator t ex>ol. This weighing bottle containing the 

fused LiBr was stored in1he desiccator and removed only when weighing 

and removal of the sample required it . The LiBr removed from the weigh

ing bottle was placed directly into the graphite tube, capped, inserted 

into the reaction chamber, and pumped free of moisture and air as quick

ly a3 possible . Since the LiDr is so very hygroscopic the less time it 

remained in contact wit1 the moist atmosphere the more accurate was the 

weight of the sanple taken. 

Analytical Procedure. --- After the reaction was completed and the 

gaseous products removed the reaction chamber was al.lo\· ed to cool. The 

graphite tube containing the sample was removed and placed in a desic

cator to cool to room temperature. When the tube and sample reached 

room temperature they were removed from the desiccator and weighed. A 

sample of the r r;;sidue from the tube was washed f rom the graphite tube 

into a 100 ml. volumetric flask with distilled water . The tube was then 

leached with more water and this dded to the volumetric flask . The 

graphite tube and cap was then heated in the furnace, under vacuum, to 

the tenperature of the original reaction and then cooled as before. Any 

residue which remained in the drying tube was washed into the volumetric 

flask, When the graphite tube and cap had again cooled to room temper

ature it was weighed again am the difference between the t .o weighings 

was taken as the weight of the sample ti t1·ated . The volumetric flask 

13 



Figure 1. Low Pressure Static System 

Figure 2. High Pressure Static System 
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was then filled with distilled water up to the mt1rk and sh.a.ken thoroughly. 

Five ml. of the resulting solution was pipetted into each of throe 50 ml. 

beakers. To each of these beakers was added one drop of Eosin-B indicator 

and six drops of dilute acetic acid. These samples were then titrated 

rapidly w·lth a fresh solution of standardized AgN03 O.lOOON using a micro

burett calibrated to one-f'iftieth of a milliliter. The end point, of the 

titre.ti.on is mu-ked by a definite change in color of the suspended pre

cipita.te from white to red along wi. th coagulation of the precipitate. 8 



Hydrolysis of LiBr 

Flow System 

(a) Pure wa,ter vapor -- no numerical data avnilable 

(b) Air s.aturated Nith water Y&,por at 50°c. -- liberation of Br2 . 

(c) Nitrogen saturated with water vtcpor at 50°c. 

Table I 

Reaction time Absorption Lrain ,1esidue 
in mi:rm.tes Br2 ;3r- pH rlr 

2 
Br·- pH 

33 :much trace 5 none yes 5 
60 yes trace 4 none yes h 

if 68 ";_/f;S trace l~ none yes 4 
9l} Y!!!S none 4 none yes 4 

·}} 24 none none 5 none yes 5 
30 yes trace 4 none yes 5 
h9 much none 5 none yes 5 

* 162 yes trace none yes 
101 none none 5 none yer:; 5 
105 none none 5 none yes 5 

{-} indic!ates runs in ·which tiater v2-.por 'WI1s not introduced 

Observations of the above data show that in no case was any 

free bromine present in the residual materisl in the boat. '.I'he pH 

of the absorbing solution remained practically unchanged. 'l'his 

would trod to indicate thst very little reaction had taken place. 

16 
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Hyd.ro1yc:i .. s of LiBr 

·E.;tatic ~ystem 

Table II 

(a) ,inter vapor allowed t.o ent.er under a redu.ced pressure of 6 r:m. 

H.eactfon time 
in minutes 

\!eight of 
rnsmple 

in 6rmns 

"1Glght Of 
sample 

t:Ltrc1ted 

~,eight :Jf sample 
c:.ccounted for 
by titration 

1\illiliters 
of 

t·ercent 
chEmge by 
reaction 

105 
{} 2.Ld) 
s;,- 30 

30 
~~ 30 

30 
15 
30 

(b) 

30 
30 

(c) 

30 
30 

2.1+612 
1. '.~292 
3.0i,,26 
3.9'711 
1. 5388 
l.0885 
1.3997 
1.1366 

2.008 if 
1. li93 // 
3.043 
3.971 
1.539 
1.oa:,1 
1.400 
1.137 

2.007 
1.510 
3.017 
J.925 
1. 534 
1.064 
1.393 
l.121 

tfater vapor mrterod ,.,ys tem under· 

1. 7656 
1.5894 

1.6:jh, · 
l.566 

1.68$. 
1.591 

11.556 
:3.694 

17.'.370 
22.593 
8.768 
6.ono 

6.453 

,,,'"":'• . .,...;., /_ 
1• r .1.v 
9.160 

Water vapor in tiystem ce::.lculated to be at pressures of 
4 c2nd 12 atmosphe1·es re:::,r.1ccti-rely. 

2.0le78 
1.3869 

2.0;20 
1.346 

2.012 
1.347 

ll.5&34 
?.'756. 

'l~ Indicates runs in which water v,:,.por Wf;s not introduced. 
Jf Corrected for water content (approximately lE.:\.4:.;;). 

Corrected for a,.ctual amount taker, .from graphite tube. 

- U.05 
+ 1.'14 

J.S6 
- 1.16 

D.26 
- 2.26 
- 0.50 
- 1.41 

+ 0.2h 
+ 1.60 

- 0.39 
+ 0.07 



Sample Calculation 

'i,eight of weighing bottle plus sample 
,;eight of weighing bottle ••••• 

. . . . • 33.6165 gms. 
• 32.2296 gms. 

1;'.'eight o.f sample . " . . . . . . . . . . . l.JB69 gms. 

tJeight of graphite tube and cap • • • • • • • • 13. 7862 gms .• 
Weight of sample • • • • • • ••••••• 1.3869 gms. 
Total weight of graphite tube, cap and sample. 15'"1731 &'ill:!., 

'.:leight of tube, cap, sample after reaction. • . 15 .1591 grns. 
~ieight o! tube and cap after removing sam.ple •• 1J.Hl3.6 fA!S~ 

Weight of sample ti tl\'ated • . • • • • • • • • • • . 1. 3452 gins,. 

· Average ml. of O.l I~ Agrm3 ·to titrate 1/20 of s.:,mple •. ?.756 ml. 

Temperature of reaction= 547°c. 'l'ime of re1action = 30 min. 

Internal volume of reaction chamber= 21.85 cubic ems. 

0.1 X 86.$6 X 20 X 7+756 
1000 

- 1.347 gms.~ ·of ·11Br 

Weight of sample titrated = 1.346 g,'lts ~ 
t'lleight accounted for - l.,247 g;ns • . -
Excess of LiBr = 0.001 gms. 

0.001 + l.346 = 0.00074: 0.07% increase in LiBr 

The internal volume of the reaction chamber was deter.mined by 

weighing the reaction chrunber ?.nd attached ce:r,iillary tube; then 

measuring, by illimersion., the external volmn:e of' the reaction chamber 

and tube. From its weight and density and also the density end 

weight of the graphite tube and cnp the iriternal volume was calcuh.ted. 

Using this volume the required EJ1I1ount of tffi.ter was allmred to enter 

·which ·would give the desired -oressures when the r:1actan.ts were he~.ted. 

In above experiment the pressure of 12 atmospheres ( cc11culat,ed) was 

developc..-d. 

18 
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Discussion of ~"tperimental Dat~. --- Although the data obtained from 

this study do not have the precision thr,t is desirable in work of this 

nature, they do tell us some valuable information. 'l'his inconsistency is 

partly due to the fact that the technique of handling the sanrple as well 

e,s purification of the sample were improved as th€ study progressed. This 

was especially true of the mett od used to determine the amount of sai11ple 

actually titrated._ In th<::: earzy part of the study it was not known that 

part of the si1:mple was lost, through absorption in the graphite of the t.ube. 

~~hen this was realized the method of obtaining the sample described in the 

analytical procedure was ad.opted. The values obtained in the later part 

of the study are therefore more indicative of' the true values. The 

hyr::roscopic nature of the salt remained the largest sing.le error introduced 

into the analytical method. This error tI£;s mi.nin1zed as much ;::u3 possible 

by rapid handling ;-ihen the salt was exposed to moist air. 

lm aritlJmetical average of the results of all the experiments is 

- 0.241t The reliability of this :figure determined by dividing the average 

deviation by the square root of the number o.r cases is± 0.13%. This indi

cat,es ti1at about 0.4~0 reaction is the maximum and 0.1?; the ruinimum. If 

only the final four results are considered., since it is known that ·bech

nique and vccuracy were improved in these experiments, the result becomes 

+ O.JB;J ! O. 21%, or more bromide after the reaction than before. This, 

of course, is absurd and becomes r11eani.ngless as a .numerical value. Since 

the average rreight of the samples is 1.654 gms. this means an average 

increase of 6 mgs., which in view of' the hygroscopic nature of the salt, 

is understandable. In brief thi.ei ·tells us that there is no cv:ldence for 

any appreciable hydrolysis. 



V THOOflETICAL DISCUSSION 

Calculation Qf. the Eggilibrium Constants .£2!: -~ H;[drolysis 2f. 

· Alkali Halides. -- The thermochemical data for the alkali halides and 

their related compounds are. incomplete., with the exception of the data 

for t,he sodium compounds •. All of the starrlard heats of formation required 

· arc known and the absolute entropies are known, except those of LiBr, Lil, 

and KOH. Using the date. availab:.e it is possible to make a good estima-

tion of the values of the absolute entropies for the compounds where the 

data are missing. Therefore the standard free energies and consecp.ently 

the l:)quilibrium constant for a temperature of 298°.K. may be computed. 

The high t:emperature heat ·capacities of these compounds are not 1i~ell- known, 

therei'ore only in the case of the sodium compounds may an exact calcula-

tion of the eqiilibrium cons·tants i1t high temperatures be made. 

The computations for the 'thermodynamic equilibrium constant (Ka} for 

the hydrolysis of sodium chloride a.t 298°2;:. follows: 

1'11 + H20 

'1F0 29g : - RT 111 Ka 

. ______ ..__:,... 

and 

MOH + HA 

At,'O -298 -

there.fore: - log Ka= AHo298 - T~So298 

2.303 x RT 

A uO KC 1/ · · l ~, 2·9gO~; 'l unf a.moe1~- .~ l.\.• 

I-la.OH • • • • • • .:.. 101. 99 Na.OH ...... . 
NaCl • • • • .. 98. 23 NaCl •••••• 
HCl • • • • • • ..;. 22 .. 06 HCl •••••• 
HzO • • • .. • _; 57. 00 H20 •••••• 

· LU-1° · · .. 298 (-101.99 +(- 22.06)) ... (-98.2.3 +(-57.80)) 

2.J03 RT 1.987 X 2 .. JQJ X 29$.2 -

13.80 
17.30 . 
44.66 
45.13 

_.Aso298 
2 .. 303 R 

- (13.80 + 44.66) - (17.30 + 45.13) 
2.JOJ X 1.,987 

- - 0.87 

~ log Ka=+ 23.50 -(-0.87) = + 24.37 thus., Ka= 4.3 x io-25 

. (4) 

(5) 
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The Nernst Appro;,;·dmation equation for determining '!:,he eq~1.illbrium 

consta."lt when the absolute entropies are not known follo.ws: 

log K. ::: -1'.\H '*' 1.75 ~n log 'l' + '.I:(nC::) 
p 2.30.3 RT 

~H is the heat of reaction, .6n the difference between the 
number of moles of gaseous pro1Jucts and reactants, T the ab
solute tempera:t.ure, ~nd C the chanical constant,s for the 
gaseous su.bstances i.I1vol"fed in the reaction 

of !faC1 t>ne obt,ains GHCl. - ckbO ::: 3.0 - 3.6 : - o.6 ... 
log KP = .l- ,31900; - o.6 : - 1:2. 

/+.567 X ~98 
KP = .. 7.9 x 10-,{,5 

Table III 

HCl = 3.0 
HBr :;: :1. ~l 

Thermochemical Constants9 

- 0.60 

21 

f. ,- )" \C> 

(9) 

Since when dealing with numbers of thw :magnitude the mantissa, is prob-

o.hly n~t s.l.gnif1,ce,nt. The t,w:i methoos give results which agree very 

absolttt,e errtropies of KOH, LiBr, and LiI the following equilibriwn con-

'l'uble IV 

Ka ~(Hernst) K /K (\\J',:,rne·'t) c.'J p - ,• ;;;, 

Li Cl 1.5 X 10-13 8.3 X 10-ll1, 1.8 

* Li Br 3.9 X 10-lJ J.4 X 10-13 1.1 
* Lil 8.1 X 10-10 8.5 X 10-10 1.0 

NaCl 4.3 X 10-2.5 7.9 .,. 10-25 0.5 ,,._ 

Hark 6.5 X 10:-26 1.8 X 10-25 0.4 
mu 5-l~ X 10-24 2.3 X 10-23 0.:2 

~la KCl 6.2 X 10-30 2 .. 4 J{ 10-29 0.3 
-,f KBr 4.1 X 10-32 :2. 5 X 10-31 ().2 
,jf- KI 2.1 X 10..;.31 1.8 :ii: 10-30 o.·1 

* Absolute entropier, estimated for hi.Br, UI, and KOH 
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It is seen that the values obtained for the lithium and potassium salts 

by the t'II~ :methods compare almost as well as do the values for the sodium 

salts where all the ther-illal data. are available. 

The calculation of the equilibrium constants at higher tenperatures m.e.y 

. be made using the equation: 

lnK= fAH 
rt T~ 

d1' • I {10} 

To do the indicated integration re(}lires knowledge of how the heat of 

the reaction varies with temperature. 'l"rl.is in turn rHquires knowledge of 

the variation of the heat contents 1t.rith temperature. Since the solid 

substances will melt as the tEmperatu.re is raised, heats of fusion must 

ulso be known. Only .in thlil case of the sodium compounds may all of these 

factors be considered in the calculation. Thus, it is possible• to ,nk<:_ke 

only approximate calculations for the lithium. and potassium compounds. 

· If' Qne assumes that h does not vary with temperature then on.~ may 

·write equation (10) as: 

ln K: - ~H + I n .· (11} 

. . .. -

Using this equation (ll), the equilibrium constants for the react.ions have 

>been calculated for a tanperature of 820°K. ( The temperature of ;t!iis ex

perimental work.) The resu.lts o.f these computations are tabulat~d in Table V. 

Table V 

Equilibrium Constants for the Hydrolysis of JU.kali Ha.lid.es {S20°K.} 

Cl Br I 
Li 1.25 X 10 .... 5· l.rs X 10-5 2.7 X 10"4· 

Ma 3.5 X 10-10 2 .. 0 X 10-10 9.6 :x 10""'10 

rr 3.8 X 10-12 6.0 X 10-13 1.2 X 10..;.12 
11,. 
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An estimate of' the error introduced by ·the assUlllptions thr t AH is con-

stant mey be :made by- considering the following calculation of the ve,:riation 

of the heat of reaction "'ith ternperature. 

NaCl (s) 

LUJ: -

---------)- ( ,c-) 
"' 

595 
+ r _ AC d'f 

"'Ql".> 16 P .!:.io. 

+ HCl (g) (12) 

(13) 

(13 1 ) 

Computine; ,1GP from the data give:: by Kelly5, then subst:ltuting in ,squa.t,ion 

(1:3 1 ) vnd integrating one obta.i.ns: 

2) - 5 • .36 ~ 10-3 ((595) 2- (29B.2)1J 
2,193 - 711 = .33,L;.65 cal. 

= 31,983 ~ (1.39(595.0 -~. 
.£\ t1595 = 31,983 + 

Since the heat of the reaction 

!Jo.Cl (s) ---------~ Ha OH (liq. ) + ~,/11 { rs)'-"'~n.1 \ V (14) 

becomes: 4E595 = 33,465 ... 2,000 = 35,J:.65 cal. 

The heat of the reaction (14) is then c;.,Jculat.ed at 107J0 i{. I .. , .. ) -
\1fr .•. 1. Q-

,-, c·1) ~LJfl ·, 

using the sam.e procedure used for equation (12). 

1073 
"1Pv)7J :: 35>465 -, r 4CpdT 

595 

LIHl0'/3 = 35,465 • t~ 19( 1073 - 595) - i,~6 2 x 10-~ ((l07J) 2- ( 59 5}~] 

4H1073 :: 35.li-65 • 3915 - 2136 = 37,24l~ cal 

Tne heat oi' fusion of NaCl is 6,050 cal. therefore, the heat of the 

reaction 

is 

2{aGl (liq.) -t- H2o (g) ----->- NaOH (liq.) + HCl (g) 

liH1073 = 37 ,214'4 - 6,850 = 30,394 cal. 

It is apparent that the variation of AH with te::npe:ra:ture is small and 

that ti:1e over all effect of the heat of' fusion of' the salts is also small. 



Discussion of lli Ex.tent 2f :teaetion E?cpected. --- The thermodynamic 

equilibrium constant for the hydrolysis reaction (equation l}) is: 

K : 
tt a. 

1·iX H2o 

.... lf the t;,,;o liqu 1.d salts a.re completely miscible and are considerlil!d to form 

an ideal solution, then the.activity of the hydroxide is equal to its mole 

·· fraction NMOH and since the extent of reaction is small the activity of 

the .alkali halide is approximately unity. '!'he activity of the gast::is are 

approxiuk"l.tely equal to :partial pressures. Then equation (15) becorues: 

1\-10H_, · .... , ··~_P_H_x • K (16) 

The limit, of error in the e:x-perimentc!l work of this study is likely 

less than 0.57; (on the .mru.ysis). Hence, assuming a sample weight, of 1.5 Ef[l.. 

the mole fraction of LiOH in the melt could not be greater than about 

5 x 10-3. In the last high pressure static experiment a ccl.culated pres

sure of 12 atmospheres of wa:t.er vapor was used. Therefore., the :piTtial 

pressure of the HBr in the gas phase would be approximately: 

Influence g! Acidic Oxides .2!! ~ f!xtent 2f. React-ion. --- driller and 

H.oth1 have explained their ·appreciable yields of HCl from the reaction of 

. ·water on mixtures of alkali chlorides and silica, alumina; and kaolin by 

the thermodynamically spontan.eous reaction which occurs betweon alkn.ll 

.oxides and such acid oxides. · 'l'hey have made approximate tlie1•.mochemic2l 

calculations '!<"filich they suggest are indicative that the above explanation 



they compute a AF° of J•0,800 cal. at 298°K. and 19,860 cal. at 1073°K. 

These calculations were repeated and essentially the same results were 

obtained. In view of the smallness of the e~ilibrium constant it seems 

dubious that this explanation is adequate, although for their flow system 

it may be suffici~t to explain the yields . However, the yields obtained 

appear inconsistent with these calculations. 
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VI COl\lCWsimJS 

From the results of this study it was found that all oxygen must be 

excluded from U,e system if any attempt to measure the hydrolysis is to 

be made. Since Briner and Hoth1 make no mention of renoving oxygen from 

the syster., it is possible that a part ·or the large extent of nhydrolysis" 

that they reported was du .. ~ not to hydrolysis but rather o:id.d.ation of the 

salt. This is analogous to the reaction reported by Simmons Md Picket10• 

It t1as also found that the Pyrex glass of the reaction tube wo11ld 

.react ~1ith the molten salt and give the effect of a high tenpera,ture hy

drolysis. Briner and Roth1 report that they c~rried out their reactions 

in a glass react;ion chamber with the salt contnine_d in a platinum boat. 

It was found in this study thHt the salt did not remain in the platinum 

boat., ._but either crawled or spattered on to the reaction chamber giving 

rise to a side reaction wh.ich does produce an acid. This could easily 

mislead one to the conclusion tha.t hydrolysis was taking place. 

The effect of time, pressure of the water vapor, and tanperature of 

the reaction did not have any _detectable effect on the extent 01' the 

hydrolysis. 

It was found that under pressures higher· than atmospheric the salt 

was very strongly absorbed in and adsorbed on the graphite reaction tube. 

From the rerults of this study there are no indications oJ.' a high 

tanperature hydrolysis of lithium bromide. Thennodynanic calculat;ions 

are in agreement with this experimental conclusion. 



(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

( 5) 
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